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A TRIANGULAR GAP OF SIZE TWO IN A SEA OF DIMERS
IN A 90◦ ANGLE WITH MIXED BOUNDARY CONDITIONS,
AND A HEAT FLOW CONJECTURE FOR THE GENERAL CASE
Mihai Ciucu
Department of Mathematics, Indiana University
Bloomington, Indiana 47405
Abstract. We consider a triangular gap of side two in a 90◦ angle on the triangular lattice
with mixed boundary conditions: a constrained, zig-zag boundary along one side, and a free
lattice line boundary along the other. We study the interaction of the gap with the corner as
the rest of the angle is completely filled with lozenges. We show that the resulting correlation
is governed by the product of the distances between the gap and its three images in the sides
of the angle. The image in the side with constrained boundary has the same orientation as the
original gap, while the image in the side with free boundary has the opposite orientation. This,
together with the parallel between the correlation of gaps in dimer packings and electrostatics
we developed in previous work, provides evidence for a unified way of understanding the
interaction of gaps with the bounary under mixed boundary conditions, which we phrase as
a conjecture. While the electrostatic interpretation is equivalent to a steady state heat flow
interpretation in the bulk, it turns out that the latter view is more natural in the context of
the interaction of the gaps with the boundary.
The starting point for our analysis is an exact formula we prove for the number of lozenge
tilings of certain trapezoidal regions with mixed boundary conditions, which is equivalent
to a new, multi-parameter generalization of a classical plane partition enumeration problem
(that of enumerating symmetric, self-complementary plane partitions).
1. Introduction
The study of the correlation of gaps in a sea of dimers was initiated five decades ago by
Fisher and Stephenson in their paper [14], where, based on precise numerical calculations,
they conjectured that the correlation of two monomers in an otherwise closely packed
dimer system on the square grid is rotationally invariant in the scaling limit.
In a previous series of articles (see [2][3][4][8]), we extended the problem of Fisher and
Stephenson to the situation when one is allowed to have any finite number of gaps, each
of an arbitrary size, and we showed that a close parallel to electrostatics emerges: As the
distances between the gaps approach infinity, their correlation is given by the exponential
Research supported in part by NSF grant DMS-1101670.
of the negative of the electrostatic energy of a two dimensional system of charges that
correspond to the gaps in a natural way. This parallel to electrostatics was then extended
in [5] and [6], where we showed that the discrete field of the average tile orientations
approaches, in the scaling limit, the electric field.
Further aspects of this analogy concern the behavior of the correlation of gaps near
the boundary of lattice regions enclosing them, which in previous work was shown to be
analogous to the behavior of electrical charges near conductors1. The case of a half-plane
with constrained boundary was treated in [3], where it was shown that the asymptotics
of the correlation of gaps on the triangular lattice near a constrained zig-zag boundary is
given by a variant of the method of images from electrostatics, in which the image charges
have the same signs as the original ones. The case of a 60◦ angle was discussed in [9],
where we proved that the interaction of a triangular gap of side two with such an angle on
the triangular lattice, having constrained zig-zag boundaries along both sides, is also given
by the above mentioned variant of the method of images (which, in this situation, creates
five images of the original gap). The only example in the previous literature involving a
gap near a free boundary in the one presented in [7], which concerns a triangular gap of
side two on the triangular lattice near a free lattice line boundary; the asymptotics of the
correlation is governed in that situation by the actual method of images from physics (i.e.
image charges have opposite signs).
In this paper we study the interaction of a gap in an angle with mixed boundary
conditions, a situation that is not covered in the previous literature. More precisely, we
consider a triangular gap of side two inside a 90◦ angle on the triangular lattice with
constrained zig-zag boundary along one side, and free lattice line boundary along the
other, and we determine the asymptotics of the correlation of the gap as it recedes along
an arbitrary ray through the vertex of the angle (see Theorem 2.1). We find that the
answer is given by a version of the method of images involving two different sign rules —
opposite signs for the images in the free boundary, and same sign for the images in the
constrained boundary.
This adds an essential new entry to the small collection of such examples worked out
in the literature. Beyond the proof of Theorem 2.1, the main point of the current paper is
that these five separate special circumstances, and the results they lead to, can be phrased
in a unified way in terms of the 2D steady state heat flow problem in a uniform block of
material having a finite number of point heat sources and sinks in its interior, and mixed
boundary conditions — Neumann boundary conditions (perfectly insulating boundary)
along the portions corresponding to constrained zig-zag boundaries, and Dirichlet bound-
ary conditions (boundary kept at a common constant temperature) along the portions
corresponding to free lattice line boundaries. Based on this evidence, we conjecture that
in the general case the interaction of gaps with these kinds of boundaries is given by
the corresponding steady state heat flow problem (see Conjecture 8.1). We detail these
considerations in Section 8.
1We will see, however, that another physical set-up, namely the steady state heat flow problem (to
which the electrostatics of point charges is equivalent in the bulk) provides an even closer parallel to the
interaction of gaps in dimer packings in the presence of a boundary. This is explained in Section 8.
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Figure 2.1. D6,5,4. Figure 2.2. D6,5,4(2, 4).
We note that, from the point of view of the literature on plane partitions and their
symmetry classes (see for instance [21], [1], [22] and [17]), Corollary 3.4 of this paper
— which is equivalent to Proposition 3.1, the starting point of our asymptotic analysis
of the interaction of the gap with the 90◦ angle — represents a new, multi-parameter
generalization of the symmetric, self-complementary case, first solved by Proctor [19].
2. Statement of the main result and physical interpretation
Let n ≥ 2, x ≥ 0 and y ≥ −1 be integers. Consider the pentagonal region illustrated
by Figure 2.1, where the western side has length x, the southeastern side has length2
y + 1, and the bottom side follows a zig-zag lattice path of length 2n. In addition, we
let the boundary along the eastern side be free, meaning that when considering a lozenge
tiling of this region3, lozenges are allowed to protrude out halfway along this boundary (an
example of a lozenge tiling of a related region that has such a free boundary is pictured
in Figure 3.2). Denote the resulting region by Dn,x,y.
For positive integers α and β, we define Dn,x,y(α, β) to be the region obtained from
Dn,x,y by removing from it the left-pointing lattice triangle of side-length 2 whose top
side’s center has coordinates (α
√
3, β) in the rectangular system of coordinates indicated
in Figure 2.2.
For x = n, y = 0 and fixed α and β, as n grows to infinity the gap is effectively in an
infinite angular region, one of whose sides is a constrained zig-zag lattice path, and the
other a free lattice line, meeting at a 90◦ angle. Define the correlation ωc(α, β) of the gap
2The reason we denote the length of the southeastern side by y + 1 rather than y is that this way the
formula in Proposition 3.1 is slightly simpler.
3A lozenge tiling of a lattice region on the triangular lattice is a covering of that region by rhombi
consisting of the union of two unit triagles sharing an edge; such unit rhombi are called lozenges.
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Figure 2.3. D10,10,0(3, 4). Figure 2.4. D10,10,0(1, 1).
with the corner of this angle by
ωc(α, β) := lim
n→∞
Mf (Dn,n,0(α, β))
Mf (Dn,n,0(1, 1))
, (2.1)
where, for a lattice region D on the triangular lattice part of whose boundary is free,
Mf (D) denotes the number of lozenge tilings of D (the subscript of ω indicates that the
correlation feels the interaction with the corner of the angle, as R and v are fixed; the
subscript of M indicates that the tilings we are counting are allowed to protrude out
through the free portion of the boundary). In the special case R = 3, v = 4 and n = 10,
the regions at the numerator and denominator on the right hand side of (2.1) are shown
in Figures 2.3 and 2.4, respectively.
The main result of this paper is the following.
Let us denote our triangular gap of side two inside the 90◦ angle by O1, and let ℓ1 and
ℓ2 be the straight lines supporting the horizontal zig-zag lattice path and the vertical free
boundary, respectively (they are indicated by dashed lines in Figure 2.5). Let O2 and O3
be the mirror images of O1 in ℓ1 and ℓ2, respectively. Then the mirror image of O2 in ℓ1
is the same as the mirror image of O3 in ℓ2; denote it by O4. (Note that {O2, O3, O4} is
the set of all images O1 would see if the sides of the angle were mirrors.)
Theorem 2.1. Let q be a fixed positive rational number. As α and β approach infinity so
that α = qβ, we have
ωc(α, β) ∼ 16
3πRq
√
q2 + 13
∼ 32
π
√
d(O1, O2) d(O3, O4)
d(O1, O3) d(O1, O4) d(O2, O3) d(O2, O4)
,
(2.2)
where d is the Euclidean distance.
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Figure 2.5. The gap and its three images for α = 3, β = 4.
Remark 1. In [4] we showed that if O1, . . . , On are unions of collinear triangles of side
two (which can point left or right, but are of the same kind within each Oi), then, for large
separations between the Oi’s, the asymptotics of their correlation in the bulk is given by
ω(O1, . . . , On) ∼ c
∏
1≤i<j≤n
d(Oi, Oj)
1
2
q(Oi) q(Oj), (2.3)
where q(O) denotes the charge of the gapO, defined to be the number of right-pointing unit
triangles in O minus the number of left-pointing unit triangles in O, and the multiplicative
constant c depends only on the structure of the individual gaps, and not on their relative
position.
Note that, since our gap O1 and its doubly reflected image O4 have charge equal to −2,
while the reflections O2 and O3 have charge +2, the asymptotics (2.2) of the correlation
of the gap in our 90◦ angle with mixed boundary conditions can be written as
32
π
4
√ ∏
1≤i<j≤4
d(Oi, Oj)
1
2
q(Oi) q(Oj). (2.4)
Thus, using (2.3), one can rewrite the statement of Theorem 2.1 as
ωc(O1) ∼ c′ 4
√
ω(O1, . . . , O4), (2.5)
where c′ is some explicit numerical constant. Thus the correlation at the corner can be
expressed in terms of the correlation in the bulk of the gap with its images, much like in
the method of images of electrostatics, when the electric field created by a charge near
a conductor can be found by replacing the conductor with a suitable system of image
charges.
In fact, an even closer physical analog — indeed a perfect parallel — turns out to be
the steady state heat flow problem in a uniform block of material, with a finite number
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Figure 3.1. Di1,...,ikn,x,y for n = 6, x = 5, y = 4, k = 4, i1 = 1, i2 = 3, i3 = 5, i4 = 6.
of point heat sources and sinks (corresponding to the gaps), and two kinds of boundary
conditions: Neumann boundary conditions (namely, perfectly insulating boundary) along
the portions corresponding to constrained zig-zag boundaries, and Dirichlet boundary
conditions (namely, boundary kept at a common constant temperature) along the portions
corresponding to free lattice line boundaries.
This interpretation turns out to fit perfectly with all the special cases that have been
worked out in the literature. The case of triangular gaps of size two near a zig-zag bound-
ary was seen in [3] to be given by a formula analogous to (2.5), in which one takes the
correlation of the collection of gaps together with their mirror images, and extracts the
square root from it. The case of a single triangular gap of size two near an open lattice
line boundary was treated in [7], where it was shown that the correlation has asymptotics
given by the square root of the pair of gaps consisting of the original gap and its mirror
image in the boundary. The case of a gap of size two near a 60◦ (resp., 120◦) angle with
constrained zig-zag boundary was solved in [9] (resp, [10]). Formula (2.5) adds to this
small collection of known cases a new, more complex instance, and lends support to the
conjectural answer in the general case discussed in Section 8.
This is the main point we make in this paper in terms of physical interpretation, showing
that the physical analogy, modeled by electrostatics in [3][4][5][6][7][9], becomes even
closer, in the context of the interaction of gaps with boundaries, by considering the steady
state heat flow problem in a uniform block of material.
3. A quartered hexagon with dents and free boundary
In order to prove Theorem 2.1, we need to enumerate the lozenge tilings of the following
regions constructed from the regions Dn,x,y defined at the beginning of Section 2. (Note
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that for y = 0, this region is a quarter of the hexagon of sides 2n, 2n, x, 2n, 2n, x.) Let
0 ≤ k ≤ n and 1 ≤ i1 < · · · < ik ≤ n be integers. Then we define Di1,...,ikn,x,y to be the region
obtained from Dn,x,y by making dents along the bottom zig-zag boundary as indicated in
Figure 3.1. More precisely, label the bumps on the bottom of Dn,x,y, from right to left,
by 1, . . . , n, and make dents of the kind indicated in Figure 3.1 at all bumps whose label
is not in the set {i1, . . . , ik}. We denote the resulting region by Di1,...,ikn,x,y .
The main result of this section is the following.
Proposition 3.1. For any integers n, x ≥ 0 and y ≥ −1, and for any integers 1 ≤ i1 <
· · · < ik ≤ n, we have
Mf (D
i1,...,ik
n,x,y ) =
k∏
a=1
(
x+ y + n+ ia
y + 2ia
) ∏
1≤a<b≤k
ib − ia
y + ib + ia
. (3.1)
We point out that the analogous result from [9] (see Proposition 3.1 there) only covered
the case of two dents, yet the corresponding product formula has a quadratic factor in it.
Unlike in that case, whose proof was based on Kuo’s graphical condensation method (see
[16]), we deduce the above result from Schur’s Pfaffian identity.
We recall the definition of the Pfaffian of a skew symmetric matrix A = (aij)
n
i,j=1 where
n is even. Let Fn be the set of perfect matchings of (1, 2, . . . , n). By convention, we always
write the edges of these perfect matchings as (i, j) with i < j. Two edges (i, j) and (k, l)
of a given perfect matching in Fn are said to be crossed if i < k < j < l or k < i < l < j.
Define the sign sgn(µ) of a perfect matching µ to be (−1)k, where k is the number of
crossed edges in µ.
Then the Pfaffian of the upper triangular array A = (aij)1≤i<j≤n (or equivalently of
the n× n skew symmetric matrix it determines) is defined by
Pf(A) =
∑
µ∈Fn
sgn(µ)
∑
(i,j)∈µ
aij . (3.2)
In the proof of Proposition 3.1 we will use the following classical identity due to Schur
[20].
Theorem 3.2 (Schur’s Pfaffian Identity). Let n be even, and let x1, . . . , xn be in-
determinates. Then we have
Pf
[
xj − xi
xj + xi
]n
i,j=1
=
∏
1≤i<j≤n
xj − xi
xj + xi
. (3.3)
We will also use the following elementary lemma.
Lemma 3.3. (a). For any non-negative integers k and m we have
m∑
i=0
(
i
k
)
=
(
m+ 1
k + 1
)
. (3.4)
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(b). For any integers 1 ≤ k < l ≤ m and any non-negative integer y we have∑
1≤i<j≤m
(
y + k + i
y + 2k
)(
y + l + j
y + 2l
)
−
(
y + k + j
y + 2k
)(
y + l + i
y + 2l
)
=
l − k
y + l + k + 1
m− k + 1
y + 2k + 1
m− l + 1
y + 2l+ 1
(
y +m+ k + 1
y + 2k
)(
y +m+ l + 1
y + 2l
)
(3.5)
=
l − k
y + l + k + 1
(
y +m+ k + 1
m− k
)(
y +m+ l + 1
m− l
)
. (3.6)
Proof. (a). This follows readily by repeatedly applying the basic recurrence for the
binomial coefficients.
(b). Since the summand (3.6) is zero for i = j, using part (a) we can write the left hand
side of (3.6) as∑
1≤i≤j≤m
(
y + k + i
y + 2k
)(
y + l + j
y + 2l
)
−
(
y + k + j
y + 2k
)(
y + l + i
y + 2l
)
=
∑
1≤j≤m
(
y + k + j + 1
y + 2k + 1
)(
y + l+ j
y + 2l
)
−
(
y + l + j + 1
y + 2l+ 1
)(
y + k + j
y + 2k
)
=
l − k
(y + 2k + 1)(y + 2l + 1)
∑
1≤j≤m
(y + 2j + 1)
(
y + k + j
y + 2k
)(
y + l + j
y + 2l
)
. (3.7)
Writing
(y + 2j + 1)
(
y + k + j
y + 2k
)(
y + l + j
y + 2l
)
=
(j + 1− l)(j + 1− k)
y + k + l + 1
(
y + k + j + 1
y + 2k
)(
y + l + j + 1
y + 2l
)
− (j − l)(j − k)
y + k + l + 1
(
y + k + j
y + 2k
)(
y + l+ j
y + 2l
)
,
we see by telescoping cancellations that the sum on the right hand side of (3.7) evaluates
as ∑
1≤j≤m
(y + 2j + 1)
(
y + k + j
y + 2k
)(
y + l + j
y + 2l
)
=
(m+ 1− k)(m+ 1− l)
y + k + l + 1
(
y +m+ k + 1
y + 2k
)(
y +m+ l + 1
y + 2l
)
. (3.8)
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Figure 3.2. Tilings and paths. Figure 3.3. Starting and ending segments.
Equation (3.5) follows by (3.7) and (3.8). Equation (3.6) follows from (3.5) by absorbing
the second and third fractions into the binomial coefficients. 
Proof of Proposition 3.1. Each lozenge tiling of Di1,...,ikn,x,y can be viewed as a family of
k non-intersecting paths of lozenges, as indicated in Figure 3.2 (see also [12]). Note that
the starting points of these paths of lozenges are always the same (the k northeast facing
edges on the bottom, shown in thick lines in Figure 3.3), but the ending points can vary
— they form k-element subsets of the set of n+ x unit segments shown in thick lines on
the right in Figure 3.2.
These families of non-intersecting paths of lozenges can be regarded as families of non-
intersecting lattice paths on Z2. Indeed, consider the affinely deformed square grid indi-
cated in medium thick likes in Figure 3.4. It is apparent that the shaded family of paths of
lozenges is equivalent to the family of lattice paths on Z2 indicated in the figure by thick
lines. These lattice paths start at the k points corresponding to the marked segments
along the bottom boundary in Figure 3.3, end at some k-element subset of the lattice
points corresponding to the n+ x marked segments along the eastern boundary in Figure
3.3, and are allowed to take unit steps in the northern and northeastern directions.
Coordinatize Z2 so that the origin is at the lattice point corresponding to the bottom-
most marked segment along the eastern boundary in Figure 3.3, and the x- and y-axes run
in the polar directions π/6 and π/2, respectively. Then one readily sees that the start-
ing points for the families of non-intersecting lattice paths are Ai = (−y − 2i + 1, i − 1),
i ∈ {i1, . . . , ik}, while the possible ending points are Bj = (0, j − 1), j = 1, . . . , n + x.
The number of families of such non-intersecting lattice paths on Z2 — with fixed starting
points, but ending points that can vary over a given set — can be expressed as a Pfaffian
using Stembridge’s theorem [22, Theorem3.1]. The resulting Pfaffian has slightly different
forms for different parities of k.
9
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Figure 3.4. Regarding the paths of lozenges as lattice paths in Z2.
For even k we obtain that
Mf (D
i1,...,ik
n,x,y ) = Pf [Qa,b]1≤a<b≤k , (3.9)
where
Qa,b =
∑
1≤s<t≤n+x
(
y + ia + s− 1
y + 2ia − 1
)(
y + ib + t− 1
y + 2ib − 1
)
−
(
y + ia + t− 1
y + 2ia − 1
)(
y + ib + s− 1
y + 2ib − 1
)
.
(3.10)
On the other hand, for k odd we obtain that
Mf (D
i1,...,ik
n,x,y ) = Pf [Qa,b]0≤a<b≤k , (3.11)
where, for 1 ≤ a < b ≤ k, Qa,b is still given by (3.10), while
Q0,b =
∑
1≤s≤n+x
(
y + ib + s− 1
y + 2ib − 1
)
. (3.12)
Quite conveniently, it turns out that both the single sum in (3.12) and the double sum
in (3.10) have simple closed form evaluations. Namely, it follows by Lemma 3.3 that
∑
1≤s≤n+x
(
y + ib + s− 1
y + 2ib − 1
)
=
(
y + n+ x+ ib
y + 2ib
)
(3.13)
10
Figure 3.5. Generalization of SSC plane partitions, even by even by even case.
and
∑
1≤s<t≤n+x
(
y + ia + s− 1
y + 2ia − 1
)(
y + ib + t− 1
y + 2ib − 1
)
−
(
y + ia + t− 1
y + 2ia − 1
)(
y + ib + s− 1
y + 2ib − 1
)
=
ib − ia
y + ia + ib
(
y + n+ x+ ia
n+ x− ia
)(
y + n+ x+ ib
n+ x− ib
)
. (3.14)
Suppose k is even. By (3.9), (3.10) and (3.14), we have that
Mf (D
i1,...,ik
n,x,y ) = Pf
[
ib − ia
y + ia + ib
(
y + n+ x+ ia
n+ x− ia
)(
y + n+ x+ ib
n+ x− ib
)]
1≤a<b≤k
. (3.15)
Using the identity
Pf[xixjaij ] = x1 · · ·xn Pf[aij ] (3.16)
(see e.g. [22, Proposition2.3(a)]), we obtain from (3.15) that
Mf (D
i1,...,ik
n,x,y ) =
k∏
a=1
(
y + n+ x+ ia
n+ x− ia
)
Pf
[
ib − ia
y + ia + ib
]
1≤a<b≤k
. (3.17)
Equation (3.1) follows from (3.17) by using Schur’s Pfaffian indentity (3.3), thus proving
the proposition in the case of even k.
The case when k is odd follows similarly, by using (3.11), (3.10), (3.12), (3.13), (3.14)
and the x1 = 0 specialization of Schur’s Pfaffian indentity (3.3). 
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Figure 3.6. Generalization of SSC plane partitions, even by odd by odd case.
Consider the hexagon H2n,2n,2x of sides 2n, 2n, 2x, 2n, 2n, 2x (clockwise from the
northwestern side) on the triangular lattice, and let ℓh and ℓv be its horizontal and vertical
symmetry axes. Note that there are n different positions one can place a left-pointing
lattice triangle of side two symmetrically about ℓh, to the left of ℓv. Label them from right
to left by 1, . . . , n, and call them slots. Denote by H2n,2n,2x(k1, . . . , ks) the region obtained
from H2n,2n,2x by removing from it left-pointing triangles of side two from slots k1, . . . , ks,
as well as their mirror images in ℓv (see Figure 3.5). Let H2n+1,2n+1,2x(k1, . . . , ks) be the
region obtained analogously from the hexagon H2n+1,2n+1,2x of sides 2n + 1, 2n+ 1, 2x,
2n+ 1, 2n+ 1, 2x (clockwise from the northwestern side; see Figure 3.6).
For a lattice region R that has both a horizontal and a vertical symmetry axis, denote
by M−,|(R) the number of those lozenge tilings of R that are invariant under reflection
across both the horizontal and vertical symmetry axis of R.
Then Theorem 3.1 implies the following result (to which it is in fact equivalent).
Corollary 3.4 (Generalization of SSC plane partitions). (a). Let n, x ≥ 0 and
1 ≤ k1 < · · · < ks ≤ n be integers. If k1 > 1 set t = 0, otherwise define t by requiring
ki − i = 0, i = 1, . . . , t, and kt+1 − (t+1) > 0. Let {1, . . . , n} \ {k1, . . . , ks} = {i1, . . . , ir}.
Then we have:
12
(a).
M−,|(H2n,2n,2x(k1, . . . , ks)) = Mf (D
i1,...,ir
n,x,2t−1)
=
r∏
a=1
(
x+ 2t+ n+ ia − 1
2t+ 2ia − 1
) ∏
1≤a<b≤r
ib − ia
2t+ ia + ib − 1 .
(3.18)
(b).
M−,|(H2n+1,2n+1,2x(k1, . . . , ks)) = Mf (D
i1,...,ir
n,x,2t )
=
r∏
a=1
(
x+ 2t+ n+ ia
2t+ 2ia
) ∏
1≤a<b≤r
ib − ia
2t+ ia + ib
.
(3.19)
Proof. For part (a), note that any lozenge tiling of H2n,2n,2x(k1, . . . , ks) which is sym-
metric across the horizontal must contain the 2n− 2s lozenges indicated by a shading in
Figure 3.5. When removing these lozenges, H2n,2n,2x(k1, . . . , ks) gets disconnected into
two congruent regions, one above and one below ℓh; the horizontally symmetric tilings of
H2n,2n,2x(k1, . . . , ks) are in bijection with the tilings of say the upper region.
Then the horizontally and vertically symmetric tilings of H2n,2n,2x(k1, . . . , ks) are in
bijection with the tilings of the upper region which are symmetric across ℓv. In turn, after
removing the forced lozenges from the upper region, these tilings are readily seen to be in
bijection with the lozenge tilings of the left half of the upper region, provided its boundary
along ℓv is considered free. However, this is precisely the region on the right hand side of
(3.18). The formula follows then by Theorem 3.1.
Equation (3.19) is proved by precisely the same argument. 
Remark 2. The special case s = 0 of Corollary 3.4 corresponds to the class of symmetric
and self-complementary plane partitions, which was first proved by Proctor [19].
Remark 3. There are four symmetry classes for the lozenge tilings of Hn,n,2x(k1, . . . , ks):
No symmetry requirement, horizontally symmetric, vertically symmetric, and both hori-
zontally and vertically symmetric. Corollary 3.4 shows that the fourth symmetry class is
given by a simple product formula. Even though the other three turn out not to be given
by simple product formulas, it is true that the first is equal to the product of the second
and third. Namely, we have that
M(Hn,n,2x(k1, . . . , ks)) = M−(Hn,n,2x(k1, . . . , ks))M|(Hn,n,2x(k1, . . . , ks)), (3.20)
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where M−(R) and M|(R) denote the number of horizontally, respectively vertically sym-
metric lozenge tilings of R (see [11]).
4. A limit formula for regions with two dents
In our proof of Theorem 2.1 we will use the following result, which gives the limit of the
ratio between the number of lozenge tilings of the regions D
[n]\{i,j}
n,n,0 and D
[n]\{1,2}
n,n,0 when i
and j are fixed, and n tends to infinity4.
Proposition 4.1. For any fixed integers 1 ≤ i < j, we have
lim
n→∞
Mf
(
D
[n]\{i,j}
n,n,0
)
Mf
(
D
[n]\{1,2}
n,n,0
) = 4 j − i
j + i
1
22i−2
(
2i− 1
i− 1
)
1
22j−2
(
2j − 1
j − 1
)
. (4.1)
Proof. Proposition 3.1 provides an explicit formula for the numerator on the left hand
side above. Write it in the form
Mf
(
D
[n]\{i,j}
n,n,0
)
=
n∏
a=1
(
2n+ a
a
)
(
2n+ i
i
)(
2n+ j
j
) j − i
j + i
×
∏
1≤a<b≤n
b− a
b+ a
(i− 1)!
(i+ 1) · · · (2i− 1)
(n− i)!
(2i+ 1) · · · (i+ n)
(j − 1)!
(j + 1) · · · (2j − 1)
(n− j)!
(2j + 1) · · · (j + n)
=
j − i
j + i(
2n+ i
i
)(
2n+ j
j
) n∏
a=1
(
2n+ a
a
) ∏
1≤a<b≤n
b− a
b+ a
×
(
2i− 1
i− 1
)(
2j − 1
j − 1
)
(n+ i)!
(n− i)!(2i)!
(n+ j)!
(n− j)!(2j)! . (4.2)
Dividing (4.2) by its i = 1, j = 2 specialization, we obtain
Mf
(
D
[n]\{i,j}
n,n,0
)
Mf
(
D
[n]\{1,2}
n,n,0
) =
j − i
j + i
2− 1
2 + 1
(
2i− 1
i− 1
)(
2j − 1
j − 1
)
(
2 · 1− 1
1− 1
)(
2 · 2− 1
2− 1
)
(n+ i)!
(n− i)!
(n+ 1)!
(n− 1)!
(2n+ 1)!
(2n− 1)!
(2n+ i)!
(2n− i)!
(n+ j)!
(n− j)!
(n+ 2)!
(n− 2)!
(2n+ 2)!
(2n− 2)!
(2n+ j)!
(2n− j)!
.
(4.3)
4Recall that [n] denotes the set {1, 2, . . . , n}.
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Figure 5.1. Changing to (R, v)-coordinates.
However, writing both the numerator and denominator as polynomials of degree i, one
obtains that
lim
n→∞
(n+ i)!
(n− i)!
(2n+ i)!
(2n− i)!
=
1
22i
. (4.4)
Taking the n→∞ limit in (4.3) and using (4.4) four times, one obtains (4.1). 
Remark 4. The same approach shows that, more generally, we have
lim
n→∞
Mf
(
D
[n]\{i1,...,ik}
n,n,0
)
Mf
(
D
[n]\{1,...,k}
n,n,0
) = n∏
a=1
1
22ia
(
2ia − 1
ia − 1
)
1
22a
(
2a− 1
a− 1
) ∏
1≤a<b≤n
ib − ia
ib + ia
b− a
b+ a
. (4.5)
5. A double sum expression for ωc(α, β)
We will find it convenient to make the change of variables α = 2v − R, β = R, where
R and v are non-negative integers having the significance shown in Figure 5.1. This will
allow us to relate very closely one part of the calculations we need to the calculations
already worked out in [9], where precisely these (R, v) coordinates were used.
The following double sum expression for the correlation ωc(α, β) will be the starting
point for our proof of Theorem 2.1.
Lemma 5.1. Write α = 2v − R, β = R, with R and v non-negative integers. Then we
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Figure 5.2. D6,6,0(3, 3; {1, 2, 6, 8}). Figure 5.3. Paths of lozenges.
1
6 5 4 3 2 1
6
8
2
1211 1
6 4 2 1
6
8
2
Figure 5.4. Labeling starting and ending points. Figure 5.5. D1,2,4,66,6,0 ({1, 2, 6, 8}).
have
ωc(α, β) = ωc(2v −R,R)
= 4R
∣∣∣∣∣
R∑
a=0
R∑
b=0
(−1)a+b (R + a− 1)! (R+ b− 1)!
(2a)! (R− a)! (2b)! (R− b)!
× (2v
′ + 2a+ 1)! (2v′ + 2b+ 1)!
22(2v′+a+b)(v′ + a)! (v′ + a+ 1)! (v′ + b)! (v′ + b+ 1)!
(b− a)2
2v′ + a+ b+ 2
∣∣∣∣ ,
(5.1)
where v′ = 2v −R− 1.
Proof. Let T be the set of 2n− 2 tile positions that straddle the free boundary on the
right of the regions Dn,n,0(α, β) and D
i1,...,ik
n,n,0 ; label them from 1 to 2n starting from the
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bottom. For any subset of S ⊂ T with n− 2 elements, let Dn,n,0(α, β;S) and Di1,...,ikn,n,0 (S)
be the regions obtained from Dn,n,0(α, β) and D
i1,...,ik
n,n,0 , respectively, by replacing the free
boundary on their right sides by the lattice path which leaves all lozenges in S to the left
of it, and bisects all lozenges in T \S (see Figures 5.4 and 5.5 for two examples); note that
these two new families of regions do not have free boundary anymore.
Then we have
Mf (Dn,n,0(α, β)) = Mf (Dn,n,0(2v −R,R))
=
∑
S⊂T
|S|=n−2
M(Dn,n,0(2v −R,R;S)), (5.2)
where, as usual, for a lattice region R with constrained boundary on the triangular lattice,
M(R) denotes the number of lozenge tilings of R.
Recall the bijection between lozenge tilings and families of non-intersecting lattice paths
mentioned in Section 3 (see also Figure 5.3). Label the starting segments of these paths
from right to left by 1, . . . , n. Label the possible ending segments along the free boundary
on the right of Dn,n,0(α, β) from bottom to top by 1, . . . , 2n − 2, and the two ending
segments along the gap by 2n− 1 and 2n.
Let A be the n× 2n matrix
A = (ai,j)1≤i≤n,1≤j≤2n,
where ai,j is equal to the number of paths of lozenges from starting segment i to ending
segment j. Then by the Gessel-Viennot-Lindstro¨m theorem (see e.g. [18], [15] or [22]) we
obtain that5
M(Dn,n,0(2v −R,R;S) =
∣∣∣detAS∪{2n−1,2n}[n] ∣∣∣ . (5.3)
Doing Laplace expansion along columns 2n− 1 and 2n in detAS∪{2n−1,2n}[n] , we obtain
that
detA
S∪{2n−1,2n}
[n] =
∑
1≤a<b≤n
(−1)a+b detA{2n−1,2n}{a,b} detAS[n]\{a,b}. (5.4)
It is easy to see that the paths of rhombi ending at the ending points labeled 2n − 1
and 2n (i.e., ending at the gap) can only start at starting points with labels in the range
from 2v − R to 2v. Therefore, for a or b outside this range, the matrix A{2n−1,2n}{a,b} has a
zero row, and hence its determinant is zero. Thus we can rewrite (5.4) as
detA
S∪{2n−1,2n}
[n] =
∑
0≤a<b≤R
(−1)a+b detA{2n−1,2n}{2v−R+a,2v−R+b} detAS[n]\{2v−R+a,2v−R+b}.
(5.5)
5We write AJ
I
for the minor of matrix A corresponding to rows I and columns J .
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It follows from the Gessel-Viennot-Lindstro¨m theorem that
ǫ detAS[n]\{a,b} = M(D
[n]\{a,b}
n,n,0 (S)), (5.6)
for some sign ǫ = ±1 (see the bottom right picture in Figure 5.1); furthermore, it is easy
to see that ǫ is the same for all subsets S.
The entries of A are easily found, being given by binomial coefficients. In particular,
one has
detA
{2n+1,2n+2}
{2v−R+a,2v−R+b} = det


(
R+a−1
2a
) (
R+b−1
2b
)
(
R+a−1
2a−1
) (
R+b−1
2b−1
)


=
2R(b− a)(R + a− 1)! (R+ b − 1)!
(2a)! (R − a)! (2b)! (R− b)! . (5.7)
By equations (5.2)-(5.7) we obtain that
Mf (Dn,n,0(α, β)) = Mf (Dn,n,0(2v −R,R))
= 2R
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
S⊂T
|S|=n−2
∑
0≤a<b≤R
(−1)a+b (b− a)(R + a− 1)! (R+ b− 1)!
(2a)! (R− a)! (2b)! (R− b)! M(D
[n]\{2v−R+a,2v−R+b}
n,n,0 (S))
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
= 2R
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
0≤a<b≤R
(−1)a+b (b− a)(R + a− 1)! (R+ b− 1)!
(2a)! (R− a)! (2b)! (R− b)!
∑
S⊂T
|S|=n−2
M(D
[n]\{2v−R+a,2v−R+b}
n,n,0 (S))
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
= 2R
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
0≤a<b≤R
(−1)a+b (b− a)(R + a− 1)! (R+ b− 1)!
(2a)! (R− a)! (2b)! (R− b)! Mf (D
[n]\{2v−R+a,2v−R+b}
n,n,0 )
∣∣∣∣∣∣ . (5.8)
Divide both sides of (5.8) by Mf (D
[n]\{1,2}
n,n,0 ), and take the limit as n → ∞. Then by
Lemma 4.1 we obtain that
ωc(α, β) = ωc(2v −R,R) = lim
n→∞
Mf (Dn,n,0(2v −R,R))
Mf (D
[n]\{1,2}
n,n,0 )
= 8R
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
0≤a<b≤R
(−1)a+b (R+ a− 1)! (R+ b− 1)!
(2a)! (R− a)! (2b)! (R− b)!
× (2v
′ + 2a+ 1)!
22(v′+a)(v′ + a)!(v′ + a+ 1)!
(2v′ + 2b+ 1)!
22(v′+b)(v′ + b)!(v′ + b+ 1)!
(b− a)2
2v′ + a+ b+ 2
∣∣∣∣ ,
(5.9)
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where v′ = 2v −R − 1.
Note that the summand above becomes zero when a = b, and is invariant under swap-
ping a and b. This leads to (5.1). 
6. Reduction of the double sum to simple sums
As in [3, §6], define the moment sums T (k)(R, v;x), for non-negative integers k and real
x ∈ [0, 1], by
T (k)(R, v;x) :=
1
R
R∑
a=0
(−R)a(R)a(3/2)v+a
(1)a(1/2)a(2)v+a
(x
4
)a
ak. (6.1)
The double sum expression for ωc given in the previous section can be written in terms
of these moments (which are simple sums) as follows.
Lemma 6.1. We have that
ωc(2v −R,R) =
8R
∣∣∣∣
∫ 1
0
T (2)(R, v′;x)T (0)(R, v′;x)x2v
′+1dx−
∫ 1
0
(
T (1)(R, v′;x)
)2
x2v
′+1dx
∣∣∣∣ ,
(6.2)
where v′ = 2v −R− 1.
Proof. Were it not for the denominator 2v′ + a + b + 2 in the summand of (5.1), the
double sum (5.1) would separate and could be expressed in terms of simple sums. A good
way to overcome this obstacle is to write
1
2v′ + a+ b+ 2
=
∫ 1
0
x2v
′+a+b+1 dx (6.3)
(a trick we used also in [2] and [3]). Indeed, interchanging then the order of summation
and integration, the double sum becomes an integral of a double sum that separates.
The details of the calculation are as follows. One readily verifies that we have
(R+ a− 1)!
(2a)! (R− a)! =
(−1)a(−R)a(R)a
4aR (1)a(1/2)a
(6.4)
and
(2v + 2a+ 1)!
22v+2a(v + a)!(v + a+ 1)!
=
(3/2)v+a
(2)v+a
. (6.5)
Expand out the factor (b − a)2 in the summand in (5.1), writing it as a2 − 2ab + b2.
Using (6.1) and (6.3)-(6.5), we see that the double sum in (5.1) separates, and can be
written as∫ 1
0
T (2)(R, v′;x)T (0)(R, v′;x)x2v
′+1dx− 2
∫ 1
0
T (1)(R, v′;x)T (1)(R, v′;x)x2v
′+1dx
+
∫ 1
0
T (0)(R, v′;x)T (2)(R, v′;x)x2v
′+1dx,
which together with (5.1) yields the expression given in (6.2). 
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7. The asymptotics of the integrals in Lemma 6.1. Proof of Theorem 2.1.
Recall that we need the asymptotics of ωc(α, β) as α and β approach infinity so that
α = qβ, where q > 0 is a fixed rational number. Since in terms of the coordinates (R, v)
we have α = 2v−R and β = R (see the beginning of the previous section), the relationship
between R and v′ = 2v −R− 1 is
2v −R = qR⇐⇒ v′ = qR− 1. (7.1)
By Proposition 7.1 of [3], for any integer n ≥ 0 we have
∣∣∣∣∣∣T (n)(R, qR− 1;x)−
2√
π
1
4
√
q2 + x4−x
1
R3/2
(
R
√
x
4− x
)n
× cos
[
R arccos
(
1− x
2
)
− 1
2
arctan
1
q
√
x
4− x +
nπ
2
]∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤MRn−5/2 (7.2)
for R ≥ R0, where R0 and M are independent of x ∈ (0, 1].
As shown in Section 8 of [3], the asymptotics of the integrals in Lemma 6.1, as v′ =
qR − 1 and R → ∞, is unchanged if the moments T (n)(R, qR − 1;x) are replaced by
their approximants from equation (7.2). Using also the formula cosu cos v = (cos(u+ v)+
cos(u− v))/2 for the product of two cosines that arises, we obtain therefore that
∫ 1
0
T (2)(R, v′;x)T (0)(R, v′;x)x2v
′+1dx
∼ 2
πR
∫ 1
0
x2qR
1
(4 − x)
√
q2 + x4−x
cos
[
2R arccos
(
1− x
2
)
− arctan 1
q
√
x
4− x + π
]
dx
(7.3)
and∫ 1
0
(
T (1)(R, v′;x)
)2
dx ∼
2
πR
∫ 1
0
x2qR
1
(4− x)
√
q2 + x4−x
{
1 + cos
[
2R arccos
(
1− x
2
)
− arctan 1
q
√
x
4− x + π
]}
dx,
(7.4)
as R and v′ approach infinity so that (7.1) holds.
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By Lemma 6.1, (7.3) and (7.4) it follows that
ωc(2v −R,R) ∼ 16
π
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∫ 1
0
x2qR
1
(4 − x)
√
q2 + x4−x
dx
∣∣∣∣∣∣ , (7.5)
as R and v approach infinity so that 2v −R = qR.
However, the asymptotics of the integral in (7.5) follows directly from Corollary 10.3
of [3] (simply take a(x) = 0 and c(x) = 0 to account for the missing cosine factor). We
obtain that ∫ 1
0
x2qR
1
(4− x)
√
q2 + x4−x
dx ∼ 1
3q
√
q2 + 13
1
R
, R→∞. (7.6)
Together with (7.5), this yields
ωc(2v −R,R) ∼ 16
3πq
√
q2 + 13
1
R
, (7.7)
which proves the first equality in Theorem 2.1.
To obtain the second equality, note that the midpoint of the top side of the gap O1 in
Figure 2.5 is at distance R above the horizontal dotted line in that figure, and at distance
q
√
3R from the vertical dotted line. It follows that the right hand side of (7.7) can be
expressed in terms of the distances between the gap O1 and its images O2, O3 and O4 (see
Figure 2.5) as
16
3πq
√
q2 + 13
1
R
=
32
π
2R
(2q
√
3R)
(
2
√
(q
√
3R)2 +R2
)
∼ 32
π
d(O1, O2)
d(O1, O3) d(O1, O4)
=
32
π
√
d(O1, O2) d(O3, O4)
d(O1, O3) d(O1, O4) d(O2, O3) d(O2, O4)
.
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.1.
8. Conjectured interaction of holes with boundary for arbitrary regions
The example worked out in this paper adds an important new case — the first dealing
with mixed boundary conditions — to the small collection of circumstances in which
the interaction of holes with the boundary of a region (constrained or free) is determined
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Figure 8.1. The two types of zig-zag corners in Ωn.
rigorously (see [3] for the interaction of holes with a straight line with constrained bondary,
[7] for the interaction of a hole with a straight line with free boundary, and [9] (resp., [10])
for the interaction of a gap with a 60◦ (resp., 120◦) angle with constrained boundary).
Based on this we present below what we conjecture to be the interaction of gaps in a
sea of dimers with the boundary in the general case.
Let Ω be a simply connected open set in the plane so that ∂Ω consists of a finite union
of straight line segments (finite or infinite in length) with polar directions belonging to
the set {0,±π/6,±π/3,±π,±2π/3,±5π/6, π} (see the picture on the bottom in Figure
8.2 for an example). Color the boundary line segments with polar directions in the set
{0,±π/3,±2π/3} red (indicated by solid lines in Figure 8.2), and the boundary line seg-
ments with polar directions in the set {±π/6,±5π/6, π} blue (indicated by dashed lines
in Figure 8.2). Let a1, . . . , ak be distinct points in the interior of Ω.
For n ≥ 1, let Ωn be a lattice region on the triangular lattice (drawn so that one family
of lattice lines is vertical) whose boundary is the union of “straight zig-zag” line segments
(each picture in Figure 8.1 shows two such line segments) and lattice line segments (see
the picture on top in Figure 8.2 for an example). We assume that each corner where
two zig-zag portions of the boundary meet looks, up to rotation by some multiple of π/3,
as shown in Figure 8.1. Let Ωn have constrained boundary conditions along the zig-zag
portions, and free boundary conditions along the lattice segment portions. Suppose that
in the scaling limit6we have Ωn → Ω as n→∞, in such a way that the zig-zag portions of
the boundary of Ωn approach red segments on the boundary of Ω, and the free portions
of the boundary of Ωn approach blue segments on the boundary of Ω.
Let O
(n)
1 , . . . , O
(n)
k be finite unions of unit triangles from the interior of Ωn, so that for
any fixed i, the O
(n)
i ’s are translates of one another for all n ≥ 1 (these will be the gaps).
6By the scaling limit we mean here the fine mesh limit, i.e. the limit as the lattice spacing of the
triangular lattice on which the regions Ωn reside approaches zero.
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+1
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Figure 8.2. Gaps interacting with the boundary of a general region,
and the corresponding steady state heat flow problem.
Assume that in the scaling limit as n → ∞, O(n)i shrinks to ai, for i = 1, . . . , k. Define
q(O
(n)
i ) to be equal to the number of right-pointing unit triangles minus the number of
left-pointing unit triangles in O
(n)
i .
Corresponding to these regions, consider a 2D physical system S consisting of a uniform
block of material having shape Ω¯, with k point sources at a1, . . . , ak, of strengths given by
the q(O
(n)
i )’s (a heat source with a negative strength is a heat sink; see the picture on the
bottom of Figure 8.2). Let the boundary of this block of material be a perfect insulator
along its red segments (which correspond to the constrained boundaries of Ωn), and let it
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be kept at a common constant temperature along its blue segments (corresponding to the
free boundaries of Ωn). Denote by E the heat energy
7 of this system in the steady state.
Then we believe that the behavior of the correlation of the gaps with the boundary is
given in the scaling limit by the following.
Conjecture 8.1. Let O′i
(n)
’s be translations of the O
(n)
i ’s that shrink to distict points
a′1, . . . , a
′
k ∈ Ω in the scaling limit as n→∞. Then
Mf (Ωn \O(n)1 ∪ · · · ∪O(n)k )
Mf (Ωn \O′1(n) ∪ · · · ∪O′k(n))
→ exp(−E)
exp(−E′) , (8.1)
where E′ is the heat energy of the system obtained from S by moving the point heat sources
to positions a′1, . . . , a
′
k.
We note that all the five examples of special circumstances that have been worked out
in the literature (which are mentioned in the first paragraph of this section) conform to
this conjecture. This can be seen by making the following two observations. On the one
hand, the interaction of the holes with the boundary is given in all these four cases by a
signed analog of the method of images in electrostatics, in which the mirror image of a
gap (which is the analog of a charge in our context) has opposite orientation (and thus
q-value of opposite sign) if the portion of the boundary in which the reflection occurs is
free, but has the same orientation (and hence the same q-value) as the original gap if
the portion of the boundary in which the reflection occurs is constrained. On the other
hand, the corresponding 2D steady state heat flow problem can also be solved by this same
signed method of images, noticing that straight line perfect insulator boundary portions
can be simulated by taking image heat sources of the same sign, and straight line constant
temperature boundary portions by taking image heat sources of the opposite sign.
This shows that from the point of view of the interaction of gaps with boundaries
in a sea of dimers, the above heat interpretation is more natural than the electrostatic
interpretation (to which it is equivalent in the bulk, see [3]) that has been highligthed in
our previous work [3][4][5][6]. This is because there is no circumstance in electrostatics
that leads to taking image charges of the same sign, as this would correspond to a straight
line conductor separating two media whose permittivities have infinite ratio, which is not
possible because the permittivities are always finite and positive (see e.g. [13, §12]).
9. Concluding remarks
It is a striking fact that the number SSC(a, b, c) of symmetric, self-complementary
plane partitions that fit in a 2a × 2b × 2c box is equal to the total number P (a, b, c) of
plane partitions that fit in an a× b× c box (see e.g. [21]):
SSC(2a, 2b, 2c) = P (a, b, c). (9.1)
7A good way to think about the heat energy is that, up to a multiplicative constant (which cancels
out when taking the ration on the right hand side of (8.1)), it equals
∫
Ω
h2, where h is the magnitude of
the heat flow vector.
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It would be interesting to find an analog of (9.1) in the context of our generalization of
the symmetric, self-complementary symmetry class given in Corollary 3.4.
We end this paper by noting that the interaction of k left-pointing holes of side two with
the 90 degree mixed boundary angle can be proved using the same approach we presented
here, using (4.5) as starting point. To carry it out, we need an extension of the above
calculations in the style of the special case of the situation treated in [3] when all holes
have the same orientation, and there is no unit hole. The resulting interaction conforms
again to Conjecture 8.1.
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